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With theoretical criticism of traditional opera on press in late Qing Dynasty
being the research object, the paper reviews the formation and development track of
theoretical criticism of Chinese opera with press being the carrier in late Qing
Dynasty under historical background and influence of new media, explores the
contents and features presented during the transitional process from tradition to
modernization.
The paper is divided into three parts: introduction, main body and conclusion.
The introduction discusses the purpose and significance of the research, sorts
relational research results of present academic circles, illustrates the research thought
and methods of the paper.
There are three chapters in the main body:
The first chapter outlines the development status of theoretical criticism of
traditional opera on press in late Qing Dynasty. Based on the analysis about the
influence of development in press industry on the production of theoretical criticism
of traditional opera in late Qing Dynasty, it sorts the development situation of theoretical
criticism of traditional opera on press in different stages of late Qing Dynasty.
The second chapter discusses the main contents of theoretical criticism of
traditional opera on press in late Qing Dynasty. Through specific arrangement and
analysis of opera banning theory, opera improvement theory and mixed theories, it
reveals the particularity about the contents of theoretical criticism of traditional opera
on press in late Qing Dynasty.
The third chapter expounds the features of theoretical criticism of traditional
opera on press in late Qing Dynasty. From the perspective of creation subject,
criticism contents and methods, way of writing, it concludes the specialty of
theoretical criticism of traditional opera on press at this period that is different from
















Finally, the paper makes conclusions and indicates the shortcomings for
theoretical criticism of traditional opera on press in late Qing Dynasty.
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